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The Fund seeks to generate superior long-

term, risk-adjusted performance by 

investing in a fundamentally driven, 

concentrated portfolio of Japanese 

common equities. Employs a relative 

valuation, priced focused approach to 

identify and exploit behavioral mispricing 

and market inefficiencies. 

The MSCI Japan Index returned -1.2% in JPY terms in February. The market 

continued to respond to a number issues, most notably the escalating conflict 

between Russia and Ukraine, with a full scale Russian military campaign on 

Ukrainian territory beginning towards the end of February. The conflict further 

supported the heightened global inflationary pressures, with Brent crude prices 

closing the month at over US$100, and related policy response that continues to 

challenge what have been very entrenched market views. This has been 

particularly notable in the challenge it has presented for the expensively valued 

companies in the market.

We continue to observe improving trend fundamental health among many 

Japanese companies. This is evident from surprising resilience and improving 

quality of earnings we observe across a range of companies. Notwithstanding 

near-term uncertainty, the macro data also remains largely supportive, with the 

unemployment rate remaining low at 2.8% and jobs-to-applicants ratio remaining 

stable at 1.20x in January. The latest Economy Watchers survey indicated a 

decline for the first time in five months as the new COVID wave has impacted 

consumer activity, although activity is expected to recover once recent restrictions 

are lifted. A combination of supportive trend fundamentals at a company level, 

and attractive valuations compared to other major markets are pre-conditions for 

the longer-term re-rating for Japan equities.

Japan's direct trade exposure to Russia and the Ukraine is low and we have been 

reviewing our individual stock holdings to assess any material direct business 

exposures. While direct exposure seems small for the companies, second order 

effects on the overall economy from higher inflationary pressure, consumer 

confidence and knock-on effects on economic growth are possible scenarios. 

Although these periods inevitably see heightened uncertainty, we continue to 

engage closely with our investee companies and have not seen a need to change 

our trend assumptions.

Our focus on sustainable earnings differentiates us from a market that obsesses 

over recently reported earnings. The market's myopic view on recently reported 

earnings is the source of the local representativeness bias that drives the 

extrapolation of trends, and ultimately gives rise to herding behaviour.

Key Contributors

Month-to-date, the key absolute contributors to the Fund's performance were 

Nippon Steel, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and Dentsu Group.

The market has grown increasingly negative on overcapacity within the steel 

industry and has been extrapolating cyclical risk into the future. On top of this, 

investors remain anchored around Nippon Steel's reputation historically for over-

investment and mis-allocation of capital and continue to ignore efforts by the 

company to consolidate its domestic production facilities to increase efficiency 

and improve competitiveness. While the market has been pricing a very negative 

outlook for Nippon Steel, we have observed significant adjustments to capacity 

and a focus on mix and pricing which demonstrate changing behaviour within the

MSCI Japan Index is designed to measure 

the performance of the large and mid cap 

segments of the Japanese market. With 

323 constituents, the index covers 

approximately 85% of the free float-

adjusted market capitalization in Japan. 

Returns are MSCI Index total returns for 

the specific country or region mentioned, 

in US dollar terms, unless otherwise 

stated.
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company. Capital expenditures are now focused on increasing efficiency at 

existing plants. The company has also been more proactively managing its 

balance sheet efficiency by re-focusing its alliances and addressing cross-

shareholdings. Furthermore, we find that the company appears well placed in an 

industry that will increasingly need to address environment issues such as carbon 

dioxide emissions. Our conservative trend assumptions, which also take into 

account any material environmental-related risks, suggest there is strong 

valuation support to warrant a high conviction position.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries ("MHI") is a conglomerate with four core businesses 

that include Energy and Environment; Machinery, Equipment and Infrastructure; 

Commercial Aviation and Transport Systems; and Integrated Defence and Space 

Systems. MHI's profitability has been under pressure from heavy losses and 

development costs in its regional jet MRJ project. In recent years, profit has 

further deteriorated due to the pandemic's impact on its civil aircraft parts 

business and challenges in its coal-fired power business. In response to the 

above, management has frozen the development of the MRJ project. In the gas 

turbine equipment market the company has managed to increase its share, 

leveraging its strong position in Asia. MHI has also undergone restructuring to exit 

uncompetitive and sub-scale businesses. Further business portfolio optimization, 

as well as cost restructuring efforts are expected to be supportive for longer term 

trend returns. The company's focus on technology in hydrogen and nuclear supply 

chain could provide long-term opportunities in energy transition. Strong valuation 

support and management's self-help efforts are supportive of our strong 

conviction in the stock.

Dentsu is the leading advertising agency in Japan, which grew to become one of 

the larger agencies globally as a result of acquisitions abroad. Shorter term 

margin pressure and weakening organic growth due to the Covid outbreak 

negatively impacted market sentiment and share price performance. Dentsu

responded by aggressive cost restructuring efforts both domestically and abroad 

to withstand the pressure on revenue. As revenue has been recovering more 

recently, this improved operational leverage has helped stronger improvement in 

profits. The company also reviewed its investments and disposed of non-core 

assets, which has in turn freed capital for improved returns to shareholders. 

Strategically the company continues to focus its resources on improving its digital 

advertising and data offerings both in Japan and overseas, shifting the mix of its 

business to solutions provision to clients. We continue to test our trend valuation 

assumptions and conviction levels with the evidence of progress to Dentsu's

strategy, and manage our position size accordingly.

Eastspring Investments - Japan Dynamic Fund

Month-to-date, the key absolute detractors from the Fund's performance were 

Nissan Motor, Mitsubishi Motors and Panasonic.

Market sentiment for Nissan Motor has deteriorated amid an increasingly 

competitive US auto environment, which has implications for the earnings Nissan 

may generate from its US business. The majority of its sales in the US are 

supported by an in-house financing business, which under competitive pressure

Key Detractors

All data as of 28 February 2022 unless otherwise stated.
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may require greater sales incentives to capture sales volumes. Additionally, there 

are market concerns for a possible deterioration of the residual value of its 

vehicles, which reflect a rise in the number of used vehicles entering the 

secondary market at the end of a significant leasing cycle of the past five years. 

Our conservative trend valuation assumptions take these issues into account and 

we find there is material valuation support. The negative market sentiment has 

more than priced the shorter term cyclical concerns that are currently being 

extrapolated. More recently Nissan's management has made significant efforts to 

cut fixed costs and lower the break-even point of its manufacturing operations. It 

is in the middle of increasing its geographical focus which should consolidate 

resources for better product and efficient brand investments. Whilst Nissan Motor 

currently has significant valuation support, the position size is smaller than implied 

by the valuation alone as a result of a number of material risks and concerns 

identified during our due diligence that we continue to monitor, including 

uncertainty around the future direction of the Renault-Nissan Alliance and the 

company's corporate governance policies.

Mitsubishi Motors has been struggling due to sub-scale operations and 

aggressive growth ambitions under previous management, which had contributed 

to fragile and volatile business foundations. The company has changed its 

strategy to focus on regions and products of strength, by right-sizing and de-

risking operations in Europe and Americas, while concentrating resources in 

South East Asia, where it is well positioned for profitable growth. The company 

has made good progress in cost restructure and it is working to further improve its 

product pipeline and business structure in South East Asia. Its collaboration with 

Nissan on technology is also a supporting factor for long term profits 

sustainability. Current valuation support is strong and justifies a moderate position 

in the stock.

Panasonic, a technology related company, had struggled to operate in fiercely 

competitive industry segments and has been generating low margins for the past 

decade, to the detriment of shareholder returns. More recently, the market has 

been concerned about the deterioration of the profitability of its Auto and Avionics 

businesses. Raw material cost increases and uncertainty of the degree to which 

they will be passed through also seem to be a concern for the market. Panasonic 

has focused on exiting from non-core loss-making businesses or collaborating 

with other companies in capital intensive businesses, such as its partnership with 

Toyota in battery and housing businesses. Whilst the restructuring process is well 

under way, share price performance has been volatile amid market uncertainty 

around potential weakness in end market volumes. The shorter-term focus is 

factoring in little restructuring benefit. We have tested our valuation for sensitivity 

to a range of potential outcomes, and find strong valuation support.
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Strategy and Outlook

The market's shorter-term focus on thematic macroeconomic news flow can drive 

significant share price anomalies for the Fund to exploit. There remains a tail of 

stocks, which are often ignored by the market and as a result may be mispriced 

by the market. This market dynamic presents opportunities for our valuation 

discipline to exploit.

However, we note that there are many companies in strong financial health and 

observe that companies' restructuring efforts are continuing and, in some cases, 

have accelerated. With continuing pressure on governance, it is likely that the 

focus on improved profitability will continue to be a stronger imperative for some 

companies to improve capital efficiency by encouraging shareholder-oriented 

behaviour. We continue to observe supportive trend fundamentals at a company 

level, and this is a significant driving factor in the longer-term re-rating for Japan.

All data as of 28 February 2022 unless otherwise stated.

Fund Activity

During the month, the portfolio manager sold shares in companies where 

valuations look relatively less compelling compared to other high conviction 

positions. Notable trades included topping up positions in JGC Holdings and 

Teijin, and trimming positions in Seven & I Holdings and Dentsu Group.
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Please note that the securities mentioned are included for illustration purposes only. It should not be considered a recommendation

to purchase or sell such securities. There is no assurance that any security discussed herein will remain in the portfolio of the Fund

at the time you receive this document or ¬that security sold has not been repurchased. The securities discussed do not represent

the Fund’s entire portfolio and in the aggregate, may represent only a small percentage of the Fund’s portfolio holdings.

Important Information

Commentaries are for Institutional, Wholesale or Professional Investors Only. Not for distribution to the retail public. 

Commentaries are supplemental information, for complete performance data including appropriate Gross and Net results with 

calculation methodology please see corresponding factsheet at www.eastspring.com/usoffshoreadvisors

This document is issued by Eastspring Investments (Singapore) Limited (UEN: 199407631H). Eastspring Investments (Singapore) 

Limited is the appointed Singapore Representative and agent for service of process in Singapore. This document has not been 

reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.

Certain Strategies are only available a separately managed account and vehicles may not be registered in the U.S. under the 

Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, nor the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (1933 Act). Shares may not be offered 

or sold, directly or indirectly, in the U.S. or to any ‘U.S. Person,’ as defined by Regulation S of the 1933 Act.

Eastspring Investments Inc. (Eastspring US) primary activity is to provide certain marketing, sales servicing, and client support in the 

US on behalf of Eastspring Investment (Singapore) Limited (“Eastspring Singapore”). Eastspring Singapore is an affiliated 

investment management entity that is domiciled and registered under, among other regulatory bodies, the Monetary Authority of

Singapore (MAS). Eastspring Singapore is also registered with the US Securities and Exchange Commission as a registered 

investment adviser. Eastspring US seeks to identify and introduce to Eastspring Singapore potential institutional client prospects. 

Such prospects, once introduced, would contract directly with Eastspring Singapore for any investment management or advisory 

services. In marketing Eastspring Singapore’s services, the Adviser’s employees also may make recommendations about securities 

that constitute investment advice. Eastspring US does not contract directly with any prospective client, nor does it have any

discretion over client assets, nor does it trade, deal or direct trading in any security, client account or fund. Eastspring US does not 

receive or retain any assets or securities, nor does it serve as a custodian or direct any custodial decisions. Additional information 

about Eastspring Investments is also is available on the SEC’s website at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

This document is solely for information and does not have any regard to the specific investment objectives, financial or tax situation 

and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this document. This document is not intended as an offer, a 

solicitation of offer or a recommendation, to deal in shares of securities or any financial instruments. Clients will receive account 

statements, at least quarterly, directly from the qualified custodian. Clients may also receive an account statement or reporting from 

Eastspring. Clients should review the information contained in the account statements that they receive from their qualified 

custodian.

Please refer to the offering documents for details on fees and charges, dealing and redemption, product features, risk factors and 

seek professional advice before making any investment decision. An investment in the Fund is subject to investment risks, including 

the possible loss of the principal amount invested. The value of shares in the Fund and the income accruing to the shares, if any, 

may fall or rise. Where an investment is denominated in a currency other than the base currency of the Fund, exchange rates may 

have an adverse effect on the value price or income of that investment. Investors should not make any investment decision solely

based on this document. Investors may wish to seek advice from a financial adviser before purchasing shares of the Fund. In the 

event that an investor may choose not to seek advice from a financial adviser, the latter should consider carefully whether the Fund 

in question is suitable.

Past performance and the predictions, projections, or forecasts on the economy, securities markets or the economic trends of the

markets are not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance of Eastspring Investments or any of the funds managed by 

Eastspring Investments. There are limitations to the use of indices as proxies for the past performance in the respective asset 

classes/sector.

Eastspring Investments companies (excluding JV companies) are ultimately wholly-owned / indirect subsidiaries / associate of 

Prudential plc of the United Kingdom. Eastspring Investments companies (including JV's) and Prudential plc are not affiliated in any 

manner with Prudential Financial, Inc., a company whose principal place of business is in the United States of America.

The afore-mentioned entities are hereinafter collectively referred to as Eastspring Investments.

Eastspring Investments - Japan Dynamic Fund
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This document is solely to be used for informational purposes only and is not intended for anyone other than the recipient. This

information is not an offer or solicitation to deal in shares of any securities or financial instruments and it is not intended for 

distribution or use by anyone or entity located in any jurisdiction where such distribution would be unlawful or prohibited. This 

document may not be copied, published, circulated, reproduced or distributed without the prior written consent of Eastspring 

Investments.

Information herein is believed to be reliable at time of publication but Eastspring Investments does not warrant its completeness or 

accuracy and is not responsible for error of facts or opinion nor shall be liable for damages arising out of any person’s rel iance upon 

this information. Any opinion or estimate contained in this document may subject to change without notice. Clients maintain those 

assets with a qualified custodian that sends quarterly account statements directly, please compare the account statements from the 

qualified custodian to review transaction activity and holdings.

Past performance and the predictions, projections, or forecasts on the economy, securities markets or the economic trends of the

markets are not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance of Eastspring Investments or any of the funds managed by 

Eastspring Investments. An investment is subject to investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. 

Where an investment is denominated in another currency, exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the value price or income 

of that investment. Furthermore, exposure to a single country market, specific portfolio composition or management techniques may 

potentially increase volatility. The information contained herein does not have any regard to the specific investment objective(s), 

financial situation or the particular needs of any person.

Where included, benchmark and index data included in this document are provided for illustrative purposes only. The portfolio

and/or services mentioned do not formally track any such benchmarks or indices and no representation is made as to relative future 

performance or tracking deviation. You should note that investing in financial instruments carries with it the possibility of losses and 

that a focus on above-market returns exposes the portfolio to above- average risk.

Performance aspirations are not guaranteed and are subject to market conditions.

Eastspring Investments (excluding JV companies) are ultimately wholly-owned / indirect subsidiaries / associates of Prudential plc of 

the United Kingdom. Eastspring Investments and Prudential plc are not affiliated in any manner with Prudential Financial, Inc., a 

company whose principal place of business is in the United States of America.

For Chilean Institutional Investors: Esta oferta privada se inicia el día 1 diciembre 2012 y se acoge a las disposiciones de la norma

de carácter general nº 336 de la superintendencia de valores y seguros; esta oferta versa sobre valores no inscritos en el registro

de valores o en el registro de valores extranjeros que lleva la superintendencia de valores y seguros, por lo que tales valores no 

están sujetos a la fiscalización de ésta; por tratar de valores no inscritos no existe la obligación por parte del misor de entregar en

chile información pública respecto de los valores sobre los que versa esta oferta; estos valores no podrán ser objeto de oferta

pública mientras no sean inscritos en el registro de valores correspondiente.

This private offer commences on 1 December 2012 and it avails itself of the General Regulation No. 336 of the Superintendence of

Securities and Insurance; This offer relates to securities not registered with the Securities Registry or the Registry of Foreign 

Securities of the Superintendence of Securities and Insurance, and therefore such shares are not subject to oversight by the latter; 

Being unregistered securities, there is no obligation on the issuer to provide public information in Chile regarding such securities; 

and these securities may not be subject to a public offer until they are registered in the corresponding Securities Registry.

For Peruvian Institutional Investors: Los valores no han sido ni serán inscritos en Perú bajo el decreto legislativo 861: ley del 

mercado de valores, y son ofertados a inversionistas institucionales únicamente (tal como se definen en el artículo 8 de la ley del 

mercado de valores y el reglamento del mercado de inversionistas institucionales) bajo una oferta privada, según el artículo 5 de la 

ley del mercado de valores. Los valores no han sido inscritos en el registro público del mercado de valores que mantiene la 

superintendencia del mercado de valores, y la oferta de los valores en perú no está sujeta a la supervisión de dicha

superintendencia. Cualquier transferencia de los valores estará sujeta a las limitaciones contenidas en la ley del mercado de 

valores y los reglamentos aprobados en el marco de esta ley.

Por tratarse de valores no inscritos no existe la obligación de entregar en perú información pública respecto de los valores sobre los 

que versa esta oferta; estos valores no podrán ser objeto de oferta pública mientras no sean inscritos en el registro público del 

mercado de valores.

Las personas y/o entidades que no califiquen como inversionistas institucionales deberán abstenerse de participar en la oferta

privada de los valores.

Eastspring Investments - Japan Dynamic Fund
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The securities have not been and will not be registered in Peru under decreto legislativo 861: ley del mercado de valores (the 

“securities market law”), and are being offered to institutional investors only (as defined in article 8 of the securities market law and 

the reglamento del mercado de inversionistas institucionales) pursuant to a private placement, according to article 5 of the securities 

market law. The interests have not been registered in the securities market public registry (registro público del mercado de valores) 

maintained by, and the offering of the securities in Peru is not subject to the supervision of, the superintendencia del mercado de 

valores. Any transfers of the interests shall be subject to the limitations contained in the securities market law and the regulations 

issued thereunder.

As the securities are not registered, there is no obligation to deliver in Peru public information with respect to the securities offered 

hereby. These securities cannot be offered by way of public offering as long as they are not registered in the securities market public 

registry.

eastspring.us/offshoreadvisor
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